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Yankee Gold

The Yankee Gold is a very simple plan but it can win a lot of money from horse

racing. A notebook and your normal daily paper are required. Make a note of the

trainer that wins each race (when using the system for the first time it is best to start

on Monday). When you find a trainer that has two winners in one day or two

winners in two days (days must be consecutive i.e. Monday/Tuesday or

Wednesday/Thursday etc) that is the system trainer and you back his next three

runners only. Providing they comply with the following conditions.

1. Must have won a race in the current season.

2. If in a handicap there must not be more than 12 runners.

3. If in a non-handicap there must not be more than 15 runnners.

4. Do not bet in Selling races.

5. Do not bet in any race with less than 4 runners and don't bet if the system

selection is quoted at odds-on in your paper. In handicaps don't bet on horses

carrying a penalty larger than 3lbs.

NOTE: System Banker Bets are horses that comply with the above rules and that

were either 1st or 2nd last time out and are quoted favourite in your paper's betting

forecast.

STAKE: Level stakes, or back the three horses using 1,2,3 points stop-at-a-winner.

Back each horse to win you a fixed sum plus previous losing stake.
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ALL WEATHER BANKER

Rules of system 1 - For All Weather racing only.

2 - Handicaps only.

3 - Horse must be in first three of betting forecast (preferably using the Racing

Post).

4 - Horse must have been placed on at least one of its last two runs.

5 - Horse must be amongst top three weights.

6 - Must be a course and distance winner.
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Amazing Secret System

The system is quite simple. As you glance through your paper looking for any horses

with the form figures 111 or 1 and 2 in their last three races make a note of any race

with two qualifiers only.

You then back both horses in that race at level stakes. Thats the system pure and

simple. Believe me you get some nice priced winners. For example at Cheltenham

1994 there were three races that qualified and they produced two winners at 16/1

and 4/1. Stakes 60 points, returns 220 points. Not bad.

I suggest that where the shortest priced qualifier is quoted less than 2/1 you place

the full stake on the other qualifier, it will almost certainly increase your returns.

10 points on each qualifier, if one less than 2/1 in betting place full 20 points on

other qualifier
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Channel 4 Yankee Dandy

This system is what the name of it suggests. It can be operated any day that Channel

4 covers four races on the television.

The reason we use only days when Channel 4 covers four races on the television is

that the object of the system is to have a Lucky 15.

We therefore have 4 singles, 6 doubles, 4 trebles and 1 accumulator on the television

races.

You will know from previous days that the television races are the hardest races to

pick the winner. I agree with you, so this system relies on a gentleman who is paid a

lot of money to just tip a horse in each of the television races.

So to find the four horses for your Lucky 15, you use the horses that the tipster in

your daily newspaper expects to win.

I think I can hear you laughing at this system, that is up to you. All I can say is that

you will be amazed at how many times he selects the winner in three of the four

races, giving you a fantastic profit to your Lucky 15.

Because of the sort of racing now covered by television, just two winners will give a

profit.
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Claiming Stakes Plan

As the title of the plan suggests, we are backing horses runing in claiming stakes

only.

The newspaper required to operate this system is the Daily Mirror.

Any system horse will be found in seconds and should be backed to win. To find if

we have a system horse just follow these very simple rules:1.



Look for all the Claiming Stakes races



2.



Look at the forecast favourite horse



3.



Look to see if this horse is either Strongly Fancied (SF) of Fancied (F)



4.



No bet if forecast odds-on



5.



Fancied (F) horses must be forecast shorter than 3/1



If a horse fits these 5 rules then it is a system horse.

Yes, it is incredibly simple, but the beauty of it is that it works.

Any system worth following must produce a good level stake profit over a period of

time and this certainly does.

For the last 21 months it has given 16 winning months and 5 losing - a level stake

profit of +77

IMPORTANT NOTE: Do not back in maiden Claiming races with the words

"Claiming Stakes" in the title.

This is an exceptionally simple plan, but very, very effective.
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COLIN DAVEY METHOD

In an effort to save gullible people a lot of money here is the Colin Davey Method

for which he charges £96 per month and gives the tips out on a premium rate phone

number (that's when there is a tip). This information was originally posted by Bob

on the Sham Tipster board on 26.9.00 and I reproduce it word for word.

The "Method" is summarised in twelve "rules" as follows:

10 runners or less;

top trainer and jockey;

first 5 in betting;

class C and above races only;

ability (on VDW basis) 40+ and 20 points clear;

must have won most valuable race from among those in race under consideration;

must be among three horses in race whose last races were the highest class ratings

(again VDW basis);

selection must be distance winner or have run over distance on last run;

selection must not carry more than 10lb above weight carried last run;

selection should not have been beaten by more than 5l on last run;

selection should be running within 28 days of last run;

all selections identified by the above 11 to be backed.
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The "Method" comprises nine pages in addition to the summarry, which give

(mainly) useful guidance on what each of the rules means. Useful for those

unfamiliar with the VDW approach, but otherwise the rules are clear even as

summarised above.



So thats it folks the fantastic system that allegedly produces 80% strike rate at

average odds of 5/2 (if you believe that then you will believe anything). For those of

you unfamiliar with VDW see the information on this site under the Van Der Wheil

Method on the home page.



FACTOR 4 AMENDED

Must be top rated by Postmark, Must be forecast favourite in the Racing Post, Must

be running within 4 days of last race, Must have been 1st 2nd or 3rd in that race

COURSE AND DISTANCE

Not 2 year olds, Maidens, or Handicaps any sole Course and Distance winner in

races of less than 10K and in first four in the Racing Post
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Cracking The Placepot

INTRODUCTION

The Placepot is without doubt the best value bet in gambling. Just a £1.00 bet can

return dividends in excess of several hundred pounds! To win the placepot you have

to select a horse to be placed in each of the first six races at a meeting. As well as

being great value it is an excellent "fun" bet as it gives you an interest in a large

number of races for just a small investment. Placepots are run by the Tote, but most

high street bookmakers will now accept placepot bets. Whether you bet most days

or just on Saturdays, a Placepot bet is a smart investment to make!

Obviously finding a horse to place in six consecutive races is not easy. However this

publication "Cracking The Placepot" with a new, updated version is a real winner.

It really works! Using it will help you to win the Placepot dividends with great

regularity, you are virtually guarantted a win every week. Not all placepot are in the

£500+ region (although from time to time returns can be in four figures!), but

compared with other tyes of race betting the "level-stakes" returns on a week to

week basis are huge.

THE METHOD

Firstly, we must decide which meeting to use each day. It is best to stick to just one

meeting per day. If there is a choice of meetings then it is usually best not to use the

main meeting as this quite often contains races with big, competitive fields, and it

makes our job of finding horses to place more difficult. Conversely, the lowest grade
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meeting of the day, particularly in the flat season, also has its problems. The horses

here are often ridden by the poorest standard of jockeys which makes analysis hard.

So when presented with a choice of meetings pick the second biggest meeting of the

day to work on. If you are uncertain which one this is, then add together the prize

values of each race at each meeting. The one with the second highest total will be the

one to use.

Having selected our meeting, we now need to make our selections.

To capture the Placepot we are going to use a Placepot perm. This allows us to pick

more than one horse in each race. Most bookmakers now supply Placepot perm slips

which make entering easier.

To win the pot we need to select a placed horse in each race. Obviously if we had

covered say, three horses in every race then our chances are greatly improved.

Unfortunately it's not that easy! The more horses we cover in each race, the more

costly our bet. To cover three in each of the six races would need 729 bets, ie. 729

times our stake. Too much.

The perm we use in this plan uses 36 lines, at 25p unit stake the bet costs just £9.00.

It consists of a single selection in two of the races, two selections in another two

races, and three selections in the remaining two races. 1x1x2x2x3x3=36 bets.

Now to make our selections for the perm. If you are an experienced student of form

you can add your own knowledge to the selection process, but here we are going to

base our selections on S.P. forecasts. Using the morning betting forecasts is a very

reliable selection method to use with this plan. Here's what to do:

1.



Look at the s.p. forecasts for the six races concerned. Look for the two races



with the shortest priced favourites. These will be (hopefully) the most reliable
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favourites of the day, and even if they don't win, they should place. These act as our

"single" entries in the perm.

2.



Select the two races with the biggest fields, they are usually big handicap



races, and are always the hardest to select winners in. Take the first three horses in

the betting forecast in each of these races, they will be our "three" selections in the

perm.

3.



Obviously in the remaining two races, we use the first two in the betting



forecast as our "two" selection elements in the perm.

We now have all the elements for our perm. Don't be fooled into thinking that

because the selection method is quick and easy, it is ineffective. If you use it daily

you should scoop the Placepot at least once a week.

One last note about which paper to use. I recommend using one of the specialist

racing papers as their S.P. forecasts tend to be more accurate, but whichever you

use, keep to the same one each day.
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Dynamite Doubles

1. Select any race from the days meeting where the betting forecast points to a clear two

horse race, i.e.. the first two in the betting must be at least two points clear of the third

favourite. The favourite might be around 6/4 and the second favourite 2/1. The next horse

in the betting might be around 4/1 or better.In essence we are looking for a race where the

likely winner will be either of two horses with the remainder much less likely.

Avoid using odds on horses. We need two short priced horses, but not so short as to

reduce the return. Should more than one race look a likely prospect, use the one with

fewest runners. This obviously reduces the danger of an outsider winning.

These horses we will call Horse A and Horse B.

2. The next step is a little easier. Locate the race with the fewest runners where the

favourite is 9/4 or better. Most days you will find a race with between six and nine

runners suitable. We will use the first three in the betting forecast for our bet. These may

be priced at,say, 9/4, 3/1 and 7/2.

These we will call Horse C, Horse D and Horse E

3. We now combine our selections in six doubles, with an equal stake on each. The

doubles are: AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE

To win, we obviously need one of our first two to win AND one of the other three.

Remember that we have picked the most fancied horses (as defined by the true experts the bookies) so we should see a winning bet most days.
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How to write your bet

3.10 York



Horse A

Horse B



4.25 Kempton



Horse C

Horse D

Horse E



2 x 3 = 6 Doubles at £1.00 = £6.00

Staked



Stake £6.00

Tax £0.54

Total £6.54
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FOOTBALL SYSTEM `A`

Rules of system –

1 - Operate system no less than six weeks into season.

2 - Use only the teams in the top six of the league.

3- Take the top three teams in the league that are playing at home and perm the

results as follows.

Team A to win 1-0 2-0 or 2-1

Team B to win 1-0 2-0 or 2-1

Team C to win 1-0 2-0 or 2-1

Perm as Cross Trebles = 27 Bets.

To £1 Stakes the Bet costs £27 and if successful pays about £340.

At one bet a week you only need one payout every three months to be in profit.
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GREYHOUND SUPER SYSTEM

Rules of system

1- Dog must have the fastest recent time.

2 - Dog must be running in a grade equal to last run.

3 - All other runners must have run in an equal or lower grade to the current race.

4- Dog must be running from trap one or six.
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HANDICAP BANKERS SYSTEM

Handicap of 12 runners or less.

First or Second last time out.

Top 3 in Weights.

Same distance as last time out.

C or D winner

Top 3 in Forecast (Which Forecast ?)
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Outstanding Outsiders

This formula is designed to locate the best value betting proposition of any racing

day, ie. a long priced horse with a realistic chance of winning. Clearly, handicaps

are the races in which a plan based on outsiders is most likely to succeed. They are

more open than other kinds of races and winners and placed horses start at good

odds. The difficulty of course is to locate viable bets at long prices when the basis of

any good system must be form. Well it is my belief that a combination of factors one statistical and one form related, can in fact be used to pick out an outsider with

a real chance each day. As far as statistics are concerned, a survey over a three year

period demonstrated beyond all doubt that in flat handicaps horses near the top of

the weights hold the best chance of success. Class tells in racing, so they say and this

is borne out by results in handicaps just as much as in other types of event. Here are

the figures which underline the point:

48% of the winners of all flat handicaps are one of the top four in the weights.

62% of all winners come from the top six in the weights.

These percentages point to trends in the overall pattern of results that are just too

pronounced to ignore. Whilst runners can and do come from lower down in the

handicap, statistically they are most likely to stem from the group which heads the

weights. As for form without which no system can hope to succeed, even one based

on outsiders, it is a fact that many horses with sound win and placed form in recent

runs do perform well, even though the market gives them only a slender chance of

success. For example any horse good enough to reach the first four in each of it's
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last three races must have some chance of reaching a place again and may even win,

despite whatever odds are fixed by the betting ring. The fundamental idea behing

the OUTSTANDING OUTSIDERS formula is to combine these high-weight and

form factors in order to pick out a horse at long odds that at the very least has a

definite chance of running into a place.

THE SYSTEM

In the first instance it is necessary to analyse each handicap on the days cards from

the point of view of weight. This is done by applying a sliding scale based on the

number of runners in a race. It is logical that in a really big field we should examine

a wider range of high weighted horses in a race with fewer runners. Handicaps of

ten or less contestants are ignored because starting prices are unlikely to be long

enough for system purposes. The scale is as follows:

More than 15 runners - consider the first six in the weights

13 or 14 runners - consider the first five in the weights

11 or 12 runners - consider the first four in the weights

Using this scale for every handicap race on any given day, list any horse which ran

first, second, third or fourth in each of its last three public meetings and which

figures in the specified weight range for the number of runners in it's race (as

above). Any horse which fulfils the criteria is an OUTSTANDING OUTSIDER.

Most days you will have more than one possibility. If you prefer to just back one

horse each day then select the Outstanding Outsider with the biggest forecast odds.
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P=MCR Greyhound System

1) Watch the first race at any given meeting.

2) Subtract the smaller Trap No from the Larger: I.E.: 1 beats 3, 3-1 =2.

3) Back the resultant trap No in the next race.

4) If lose, repeat : I.E: 5 beat 4, 5 - 4 = 1, back the 1 dog next

race, double your initial stake.

5) Sounds so simple, I challenge you to find ANY meeting on the Dogs

where the system loses in any 12 race run.

A good little system for backing in a race where you have no idea as to

the form, etc.

SYSTEM A

1-4 runners - No bet

5,6, runners &amp; 8 - 10 runners - Bet as follows :For horses who are carrying a 7lb penalty &amp; have won in the past fourteen days

over same distance (10% leeway on distance)

Each way - 1,2 in 5,6 runner events

Each way 1 -3 in 8 - 10 events
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SIMILAR II -THE '7G' SYSTEM

The ‘7G’ in the system title comes from the seven golden rules detailed below.

1. Always choose the principal meeting.

2. Choose the non-handicap races from the meeting.

3. From the races you have left, choose the forecast favourite with the shortest price.

4. If there are two or more at this price, select the race with the smallest number of

runners.

5. If still tied, take the horse with the most recent win.

6. If still tied, select the horse owned by the leading owner in terms of prize money.

7. If still joint, take the earliest race.

Staking is in the sequence 10, 20, 40, 50, 50, 50, 50, etc. returning to 10 after a

winner. Bank required is 100 points.

SIMILAR II -THE 500/1 PLAN

The theory behind this system is to achieve a four race accumulator to pay out odds

of over

500/1. This is aided by using multiple selections in some of the legs of the bet.

The bet entails 7 selections involving six points staked in an accumulator.

Staking is 1*1*2*3 = 6 bets

First leg - 1 selection

Second Leg - 1 selection

Third leg - 2 selections

Fourth leg - 3 selections

Aids to selection
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1. Use meetings of reasonable quality to ensure runners are making a genuine effort

to win.

2. All runners in the race should have at least two runs this season.

3.



Look for favourites that are at least 1.5 to 2 points clear of the next horse in



the betting.

4.



Try to avoid amateur, ladies or apprentice races, maidens and claimers and



sellers.

5. In the third element where two selections are required, we are looking for odds of

about 5/1. One way of picking these is to find races where the favourite is forecast at

4/1 or better. The horses in the first three or four in the betting forecast should be

examined to see if they are running in a lower class (race value) this time. This is a

fairly selective and effective selection method.

6. For the fourth element, use handicaps with 8-12 runners, and where the forecast

favourite is 4/1 or more. Use the fav. plus two more in the top half of the betting

forecast.

7. At the end of the day the choice is yours, but the above may direct you along the

way
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Precision Racing Systems - PJ1

Introduction - Precision Racing Systems - PJ1 is based on one of the more well

known winner finding factors, that of beaten favourites. This may not at first sight

seem an original idea, and you would think that it was unlikely to gain any sort of

edge. However, by selecting only certain types of races, and applying a few simple

qualifying measures to these races, vastly improves the `value` nature of the

selections. This system comprises of slightly different rules for chase and hurdle

races, although both types of races are utilized in the overall operation of PJ1.

Beaten Favourites - In utilizing beaten favourites last time out the system

immediately focuses on horses which were either considered to be the `form` horse

in its previous race, or had been made favourite by the weight of money placed (or

obviously both.) A horse that won its last race as favourite also meets this criteria,

but is generally well backed and starts at considerably lesser odds than a beaten

favourite. In the case of hurdlers, the finishing positions in the qualifying last run

does not seem to have any great effect on results. i.e.2nd, 3rd, 4th or unplaced. If the

horse was favourite in its last race and the trainer runs him within 14 days, he

obviously believes he is capable of going well again. Due to the competitive nature of

the type of race used, value is obtainable about selections despite their previous

finishing position. In chase races, a marked value advantage was identified in

selecting only horses that had finished 4th or worse in its last race. During testing, a

similar percentage of winners were identified whether the finishing position as

favourite in its last race was in the first three, or 4th or worse (26% winners in both
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cases.) However, betting beaten favourites placed in the first three last time made a

small loss, whereas the horses beaten into 4th place or worse realized a tidy profit

when backed next time out. These animals are not so attractive to the average

punter, and start at better odds. The difference between the two types of horses,

their finishing positions, and the pattern of winners and starting prices is not one

that is easily explained. All I will say is that the pattern has been noted over the past

two seasons and should not be ignored.

Within 14 days - By limiting qualifiers to those who were beaten favourites in the

last 14 days, the selection has good recent form. As we will be concentrating on

handicap chases and hurdles, getting a quick run in before the a horse is rehandicapped is obviously a factor.

Handicaps Only - Initial tests were carried out on all types of races. Using beaten

favourites running within 14 day, non handicaps for chasers produced 23% winners

and a loss of more than £37 to £1 level stakes. Using handicap chases only, the

percentage was less at 18%, but a profit in excess of £10 to the same stakes was

realized. A similar picture was found in the case of hurdlers. The only restriction is

to avoid conditional jockeys races. It is hard enough to select a suitable horse, that

will jump well, without worrying about the quality of the jockey.

Size of Field - Testing backed up the theory that handicap races with 12 runners or

less were more predictable as a betting medium. The number of fallers and errors

made increases in proportion to the number of runners in a field.
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System Rules

•



System operates from 1st November to 30 April.



•



From your daily or racing paper, identify all handicap chases and hurdles



with 12 or less declared runners. (Ignore conditional jockeys races)

•



For hurdle races, identify those runners that were beaten favourites last time



out (BF), and that had run within the last 14 days. Finishing position is any,

including fell, pulled up etc.

•



For chase races, the same rules apply, apart from the fact that the horse must



have finished outside the first three on its last run, i.e. 4th, unplaced, fell etc.

•



Where there is more than one qualifier in a race, both or all selections are



backed.

Don`t be deceived by the simplicity of the above. I added various clauses such as

distance, going and class in the previous race, and no difference was made to either

the percentage of winners, or the profit made. As the phrase goes, `If it isn`t broke,

don`t fix it!`

Staking - It is recommended that level stakes betting is utilized for the operation of

PJ1. Having tried numerous staking methods the differences to profits were

minimal, and certainly not sufficient to warrant abandoning the safety of level

stakes.........
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RACEMASTER

Racemaster is a successful yet simple plan, which is based on sound principles and

produces excellent results. All previous years results can be compiled from the

RACEFORM FORM BOOK (Annual Part.) Selections for this year can be compiled

from the RACEFORM UPDATE or the SPORTING LIFE WEEKENDER. When a

horse has won two handicaps, he is obviously a very useful horse, probably still

improving and likely to finish the season as a multiple winner. For the Racemaster

system, we watch first for a horse to win its second handicap of the season. (Any two

handicaps will do, and theses need not necessarily be in succession.) Next, we look at

the horse that finished second to him. If the horse which finished second is giving

weight, (at least 1 lb) to the winner and is not beaten by more than two lengths, we

list this horse for three chances to win. As soon as it wins, and this need not

necessarily be in a handicap, it is eliminated. Racemaster, which is the most brilliant

system ever devised for producing long priced winners, was first introduced to the

sporting public over 40 years ago. The principle behind Racemaster is that the

runner up in these races has produced a useful piece of form in giving weight and

getting close to an animal on the upgrade. Also, having been beaten, he will pick up

no penalty and at the worst, will only suffer a slight rise in the handicap. The

winners under this system are at surprisingly high average prices, illustrating

successfully the advantage of betting in handicaps, if you have an efficient method of

dealing with them. All selections indicated by Racemaster are backed on a level

stakes basis and no staking plan is involved.
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THE 10K SYSTEM

The purpose of this system is to take a starting "bank" of money and steadily

increase it on a week to week basis, using a very clever and somewhat unusual

method of staking.

This system is not based on any in-depth study and record keeping. It is very simple

to use. It is based on a sound staking strategy. In fact you don't need to produce a

high strike rate of winners for this plan to work, a hit rate of one in six is good

enough!

Now although the system is based on clever staking, we still need to select horses to

bet on. As you will see further on, the horses we select to bet on have to be within

certain prices ranges. One day we will need to find a 2/1 shot, another we may need

a 4/1 chance etc. (You will understand why when you have finished studying the

system)

Obviously we appreciate that finding winners at any price is never easy and trying

to find a winner at particular odds is exceptionally difficult.. However remember

that as this system requires such a low level of winners, all we really need to locate

each day for the bets, are horses at approximately the correct prices, which are in

with a reasonable chance of winning. So long as now and again one returns as a

winner, the system will work, without the worry of having to hit a high strike-rate.

If you are not confident about picking horses yourself, here's what we suggest;

Follow the advises of one or two reliable tipsters out of your daily paper. If the
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system requires a 4/1 shot for that days bet, find a horse from the tipsters daily lists

which is approximately around the price desired.

Now that we have explained the selection requirements, lets turn to the crux of the

system, the betting plan.

In most staking plans the backer is required to increase stakes after each loser. It is

usually hoped that the eventual winner will return enough to pay off the loses to

date and still yeild a profit. This idea is full of problems. Continually increasing

stakes during a losing run will soon see you needing to bet very, very high stakes to

return even a small profit. However with the 10K system, stakes gradually diminish

as each week goes by whilst the odds of horses backed increase! In this way we

overcome the fundamental deficiencies of the usual type of staking system.

The staking plan works like this:

On Monday and Tuesday of each betting week, you look to back a 2/1 shot. On the

Wednesday and Thursday you back 4/1 shots and on Friday and Saturday of each

week you stake on 6/1 shots. The price requirements for each particular day applies

regardless of the number of winners and losers you back.

At the start of each week divide your betting bank up into 20 equal parts. Each part

is one unit. Now you stake on the horses each day as follows.

MONDAY



ODDS=2/1



STAKE=3 UNITS



TUESDAY



ODDS=2/1



STAKE=3 UNITS



WEDNESDAY ODDS=4/1

THURSDAY ODDS=4/1

FRIDAY



ODDS=6/1



STAKE=1 1/2 UNITS

STAKE=1 1/2 UNITS



STAKE=1 UNIT



SATURDAY ODDS=6/1



STAKE=1 UNIT
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Remember at the end of each , total up your bank and then divide up the total by

twenty to give you your new "unit" for the following week.

With this system, if you only get one winner on the week, the most you can lose is up

to three units, however if just two horses go in, depending to some extent which ones

win, you will see a profit on the week of between three and seven units.

Two winners out of six in not too much to expect, some weeks you will hit three or

four winners! So it should average out at around five units each week, will see your

bank increase by around 25% each week. That will turn a starting bank of £5000

into more than £10,000 in just fifteen betting weeks. Just stick to the plan, and leave

any winnings in the bank until the fifteen weeks are up, then you can spend the

profits.
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THE 500/1 PLAN

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this plan is to consistently locate winning fourfold accumulators.

The underlying aim is to locate winning fourfolds with odds in excess of 500/1 hence the name THE 500/1 PLAN. The accumulators this plan produces are not

always quite as profitable as 500/1, but if you use the plan correctly, the minimum

returns will be at least 250/1. This plan really is that profitable!

You cannot expect the 500/1 plan to be always winning, but at the kind of adds

you'll get on winning days, you need only the occasional success to stay well and

truly in profit. Having said this, if you apply the principles of the plan with care, you

may be surprised at just how consistent it can be.

You will not need a large bank of money to bet with to operate this plan, you will

only be placing comparatively small stakes each day you decide to bet. Neither will

you need to use any expensive staking plans, (increasing stakes after losing days

etc.). You can decide initially what unit stake you can afford and stick to that unit

stake until your winnings allow you to increase it. One word of caution, don't be too

ambitious when deciding what unit to use at the beginning. Make sure you can

afford to suffer a few losing days before you start getting the big returns. There is

nothing to say that one of your first fourfolds wont win and in such a case you will

be off to a flying start and you should then always have sufficient funds to finance

your betting, but "sods law" dictates that if you budget your funds to allow you to
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withstand an initial losing run of ten days, then the first successful accumulator you

select will be on the eleventh!

For the purposes of this booklet, I have used a unit stake of £1.00. This would entail

having to bet £6.00 plus tax per day - you'll understand why later. Obviously you

can adjust the unit stake to suit your own circumstances.

One final point, although there is no reason why this plan can't be used on any

racing day, it is best to limit it to days when there are plenty of races to choose from,

Fridays, Saturdays, Bank Holidays etc.

THE 500/1 PLAN

A fourfold accumulator usually entails selecting one horse to win in each of four

separate races. All four horses chosen have to win, if not then the bet is lost.

The odds on correctly selecting four winners from four races are huge. Even the

most knowledgeable racing enthusiast would find it impossible to select four straight

winners with any regularity. Even if you just picked four odds-on favourites, it

would be a rare day that all four came home in front - only about 50-60% of oddson actually win!

Using reasonable selection methods, most gamblers should be able to pick two or

even three winners from four races from time to time, but it is getting a fourth

winner that is the problem. How many times have you said "just one horse let me

down"?

Each element of an accumulator bet increases the risk of that bet losing greatly, but

this risk can be significantly reduced if we select more than one runner in each

element of the bet.
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Imagine if instead of just one horse in each race you selected two or three. If in each

element of your accumulator any one of three horses you selected could win, then

even if you made your selections by sticking a pin in the race card and thus

produced three runners in each of four races, you would have a reasonable chance

of winning.

Unfortunately, as you have no doubt realised, it is more than a little impractical to

actually bet on any one of three horses winning in each part of a fourfold. The

number of bets needed to cover all the possible winning combinations would be

much too great to make this a viable possibility (81 bets actually), but I am sure you

can see the principle of how increasing your selections in each element of a

combination, greatly reduces the risks of your bet losing.

Although we may not be able to make multiple selections in every part of an

accumulator, we can make more than one choice in at least some of the elements.

Good selection methods will help us to reduce the need for too many selections. The

principle of the plan is that we combine thoughtful, informed selections with some

multiple options, working together this will greatly increase our chances of winning.

There are a great many different combinations of bets we can use, eg. two selections

in each of the four races, this would require a total of 16 different bets (still a little

too many), or maybe just selecting just one runner in each of the first three races

combined with five options in the last race, this would only need 5 different bets to

be placed, but it isn't the most reasoned way of doing things.

The format I suggest requires placing just 6 different bets, but I feel that this format

provides the right balance between intelligent selection methods and the use of

multiple options.
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This is what I propose doing:

In two of the races we make just one selection. In the third race we pick two horses

and in the remaining race we pick three runners. This requires just six different

bets. We will need to be careful with our selecting, especially in the first two

elements where we have no margin for error, but I feel this is the right combination

to use all things considered.

One of the main advantages of using this combination is the scope it gives us for

increasing the accumulated odds of the bet. To explain further, although we need to

stick to short priced certainties" in the two elements of the bet where we can only

make one selection, the luxury of being able to pick two and more so three horses in

a field allows us to more adventurous with our selections. For the "three horse race"

we can choose a wide open race and select three runners at longer prices. This really

helps to multiply the returns.

HORSE SELECTION

As we have said, even though this plan does give us something of a margin of error,

we still have to be very careful when making our selections. Methods of selecting

horses are many and varied. In all my time of studying racing, I have yet to see a

method of selecting winners that was 100% consistent. I know some very good

methods of increasing your chances, but it is impossible for me to say to you do x, y

and z and you are guaranteed winners.

What I can do is pass on to you a few guidelines that I use when looking for winners.

The first pieces of advice are particularly aimed at locating the single horses for

elements 1 and 2, after which I have a couple of suggestions to help you when

looking for the two and three horse combinations.
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1.



Use a race at a meeting of reasonable quality. You do not necessarily have to



use the major meeting of the day, but the prize value of the race you use should be

sufficient to ensure that the horses entered are there to make a genuine effort to win,

(£3,000 upwards minimum).

2.



Ensure that all the runners in the race you use have a reasonable amount of



form behind them. They should have had at least two races in the present season.

3.



Look for favourites that are between 1.5 and 2 points clear of the next horse in



the betting, eg. if the favourite is 6/4, then the next horse in the betting should be at

least 3/1, preferably around 7/2.

4.



Don't put too much faith in tipsters unless you know from your own



experience which tipsters to trust. Having said this, if the horse you are considering

is hardly being tipped by any of the tipsters, there is probably a good reason.

5.



Try to avoid races which are any of the following; specifically for amateurs,



lady jockeys or apprentices, Claimers or Sellers, maiden races. Personally, I am still

cautious about using races at all-weather meetings. Form gained on turf does not

seem to have too much bearing on a horse's form on these tracks, and subsequently

a little too many outsiders seem to win for my liking. However, this is just my own

opinion, and all-weather races can sometimes supply the right kind of races for use

as element 3 or 4 where we have the luxury of picking two or three contenders, but

where we need better prices.

6.



Locating the race to use for the third element of our bet can be awkward.



Although it may seem an easier job to find a winner when we are picking two horses

in the same race, the problem we have is that we realistically need to find horses

around 5/2 or 6/1 if we want to get the really good returns. To help you find a supply
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of winners around these prices here is probably one of the best selection hints I've

ever given. Look for a horse in a race that is forecast to be about the correct odds

we're looking for, its form will quite often be fair to indifferent, (plenty of thirds,

fourths etc but few firsts), look at this horse's racing history notes, you will only find

these in proper racing papers, I use the Sporting Life. If the horse's prior results

were gained better classes of races than the one it is about to run in, ie. if its last few

races had prize values of £4,000 or £5,000 etc. and it is now running in a race for

£2,000 then this horse's chances might well be better than its odds suggest. Find a

horse like this and cover it along with a shorter priced horse in that race, this will

act as something of an insurance policy. You will be surprised at just how often a

horse dropping in class comes home at a good price!

7.



When looking for a race for the fourth element where we pick three horses,



what I tend to do is look for a handicap with between 8 and 12 runners in the field

and where the betting forecast suggests that the race is quite open. The forecast

favourite should be about 4/1+. Pick the favourite plus two others from the top half

of the forecast to use. In a handicap race like this it is a bit of a lottery selecting the

winner, but by covering three runners in the way we are doing the odds will be in

your favour.
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The Association Method

Form Races refer to all the past races given in detail by the Racing Post. Placed refers to

1st, 2nd or 3rd NOT 4th or anything lower. You can use level stakes or a staking plan. Only

consider races run in Great Britain. Do not consider the courses Lingfield and Southwell.

Do not consider any meetings held on all weather courses. Consider most races except

selling races, conditional, amateur or those with lady jockeys. Out of the remaining races

consider those with between four and sixteen runners. Don't consider races where less

than half or only half of the runners have a topspeed rating. Narrow down the runners in

the selected races by picking the horses which coincide with being in the topspeed's top

2-4 and topspeed's last time out top 2-4. This varies from race to race depending on the

number. For a race with 4-6 runners the horse must be in the top 2. For a race with 7-11

runners in the top 3. For a race with 12-16 runners in the top 4. So for an eight horse race

for



example,



we



HORSE &amp; RATING

FROM LAST RUN



are



interested



in



the



top



three



MASTER RATING



A(86)



104



B(95)



101



C(51)



94



D(41)



94



E(91)



91
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of



each



rating.



F(40)



84



G(72)



72



H(39)



52



Here the top three are horses A,B and C. The last time out the top three (the figures in

brackets) were B, E and A. The two coinciding horses A and B qualify for further

consideration, the rest are neglected. The horses must have been placed in at least half of

their races this season. If they haven't run this season then you can rule them out. The

trainer must be one of the top 20 trainers (in the most recent list given in the Racing

Post). If on a day a list greater than 20 is given then the trainers who produce more than

30% winners qualify also (but only on the day they appear in the table). In the form races

the horses must have been placed in a race of greater or within 25% of the value of todays

race (this is achieved by multiplying the value of todays race by 0.75 or three quarters

and then comparing.



These are the rules specific to National Hunt Racing:Rule out the following:Horses which haven't run within 35 days

Horses aged 12 or over

Horses which are odds on in the betting forecast Ignore horses carrying 11-7 and above.

Only consider horses carrying 11-3 and above if they have been placed carrying within

2lbs of todays weight.

A horse must be able to handle the distance therefore it must be either a distance winner
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(indicated by a (D)), or placed 4 lengths behind in a race within 1 furlong of todays

distance or won a race within 2 furlongs. (Remember there are 8 furlongs in a mile).

If more than one horse remains then rule out the race. If 1 horse remains then that is the

selection.



These are the specific rules for Flat Racing:-



Rule out the following:Horses that haven't run within 28 days.

Horses aged 8 or over.

Horses which are odds in the betting forecast.

Ignore horses carrying 9-7 and above.

Only consider horses carrying 9-3 and above if they have been placed carrying within 2

lbs of todays weight.

A horse must be able to handle the distance therefore it must be either a distance winner

(indicated by a (D) ) or placed 2 lengths behind in a race within ½ furlong of todays

distance or won a race within 1 furlong.

If more than 1 horse remains then rule out the race. If 1 horse remains then that is your

selection.
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The Australian Dream Horse Racing System

The aim of this system is to indicate winners using proven form principles. Form is

without doubt, the only accurate method of establishing the true merits of individual

racehorses. Without this method it would mean betting blind and the sport would be

reduced to the level of bingo, where intelligent assessment counts for nothing.

However form can be a very misleading guide, especially if it is not properly

understood, or used correctly. Indeed the biggest problem facing most backers is

knowing which form is best.

This is where THE AUSTRALIAN DREAM comes to your aid. Thousands of races

have been examined to find a statistical answer to this problem. This massive survey

revealed how much importance should be attached to the various factors involved.

You now have in your hands, the most reliable forecasting process ever devised.

The system was originally devised for Australian racing, so naturally a few changes

had to be made to meet our different conditions. These were only minor alterations,

the essential part still remains the same.

Although good results can be obtained when the system is operated on virtually any

race you like, records prove that races with the highest prize money are more

suitable than others. These provide a rock solid base, and make the system even

more lucrative.
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SELECTION PROCESS

The papers we recommend are the Racing Post, Sporting Life, or any newspaper

which give details of a horses last race. Keep to the same paper daily for the best

results.

SELECTION PROCESS A

Check each system race. Look for a horse which won last time out (current season

only). If there is only one horse, THIS IS THE SELECTION of the system. No

further considerations need to be taken. Remember only present season form is used

at this stage.

If a system race has been split into two, or more parts, use only the first division. If

there are NO horses which won last time out, or if there are two or more last time

out winners, apply the following rules to find the selection.

SELECTION PROCESS B

In this section horses are awarded points when they qualify under different

circumstances. The horse with the highest total becomes the selection.

Statistics prove that a horse's most recent run is a sound indication of it's ability,

and the system is based around this fact. Here we award points according to the

position of the horse in it's last race. However a horse winning on a group 1 course,

would usually be far superior to a group 4 winner. Therefore a class factor has been

included and points are awarded as follows:
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GROUP 1 COURSE:

WINNER RECEIVES 15 POINTS

SECOND RECEIVES 12 POINTS

THIRD RECEIVES 9 POINTS

FOURTH RECEIVES 7 POINTS

GROUP 2 COURSE: WINNER RECEIVES 12 POINTS SECOND RECEIVES 9

POINTS THIRD RECEIVES 7 POINTS FOURTH RECEIVES 5 POINTS

GROUP 3 COURSE: WINNER RECEIVES 9 POINTS SECOND RECEIVES 7

POINTS THIRD RECEIVES 6 POINTS FOURTH RECEIVES 3 POINTS

GROUP 4 COURSE: WINNER RECEIVES 7 POINTS SECOND RECEIVES 5

POINTS THIRD RECEIVES 4 POINTS FOURTH RECEIVES 2 POINTS

Remember only a horse's latest race is taken, but it does not matter if its during the

current season or not. A horse which was unplaced, fell or pulled up fails to gain

any points here. A table of the racecourse groupings is given further on. A horse

running again very soon after it's last race means it is fit and well, and therefore

capable of running it's best form. The system takes advantage of this by awarding

points as follows:

WINNER RUNNING AGAIN WITHIN 7 DAYS RECEIVES 5 POINTS

SECOND RUNNING AGAIN WITHIN 7 DAYS RECEIVES 3 POINTS

THIRD RUNNING AGAIN WITHIN 7 DAYS RECEIVES 2 POINTS
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So a horse running say on Monday and running again on or before the following

Monday would qualify. Additional points are awarded if a horse is now carrying

less/same weight than his previous race.

LESS WEIGHT THAN PREVIOUS RACE RECEIVES 3 POINTS

SAME WEIGHT THAN PREVIOUS RACE RECEIVES 1 POINT

Some horses run better at certain courses and over particular distances. So points

are awarded when as follows:

PREVIOUS DISTANCE WINNER RECEIVES 3 POINTS

PREVIOUS COURSE WINNER RECEIVES 2 POINTS

It is a fact that more horses win at lower odds than those with big starting prices.

the table below reflects this difference.

EVENS AND ODDS-ON RECEIVES 15 POINTS

BETWEEN 11/10 - 6/4 RECEIVES 8 POINTS

BETWEEN 13/8 - 5/2 RECEIVES 5 POINTS

BETWEEN 11/4 - 9/2 RECEIVES 3 POINTS

BETWEEN 5/1 - 9/1 RECEIVES 1 POINTS

OVER 10/1 RECEIVES 0 POINTS
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Ideally it would be best if you could use the actual betting market just before the off.

Unfortunately most people will find this inconvenient, so the alternative is to use the

betting forecast from the newspaper. It is important to use the same paper each day.

Once the procedure has been completed on every horse in the system race just add

up all the points to find the horse which has the highest total. This is then the

selection of the AUSTRALIAN DREAM. If two or more horses tie at the top, do not

bet. So a horse who came 2nd last time out on a group 3 course and is running again

within 7 days with less weight and is both a previous course and distance winner.

Forecasted at 2/1 in the paper, he will receive points as follows.

7+3+3+3+2+5

RACECOURSE GROUPING JUMPS

GROUP1 Ascot, Ayr, Cheltenham, Doncaster, Haydock, Kempton, Liverpool,

Newbury, Newcastle, Sandown

GROUP 2 Chepstow, Fontwell, Lingfield, Newton Abbot, Wetherby

GROUP



3



Nottingham,



Catterick,



Folkestone,



Plumpton,



Huntingdon,



Stratford,



Uttoxeter,



Leicester,



Market



Warwick,



Rasen,



Wincanton,



Wolverhampton, Worcester

GROUP 4 Bangor-on-Dee, Carlisle, Cartmel, Devon and Exeter, Fakenham,

Hereford, Hexham, Kelso, Ludlow, Perth, Sedgefield, Southwell, Taunton,

Towcester

Remember if a race has been split in two or more parts, always use the first division

only.
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The Bookie Basher

1.



Newspaper required is the Racing Post.



2.



Look at Forecast Favourites with odds in the range 8/11 - 9/4 inclusive.



3.



The 2nd favourite must be at least 4/1.



4.



The horse must have been placed in the first 3 last time out.



5.



It must have run within the last 28 days.



6.



It must be top-rated by POSTMARK - not joint top-rated.



7.



Minimum of 5 runners - maximum of 14.



8.



Must be ridden by a professional or top apprentice claiming 3 or 5lbs.



9.



Must be able to handle the going:-



1.



If 3 or more runs in its lifetime it must have won or placed (beaten a



maximum of 3 lengths) on going similar to the reported going.

2.



3-Y-O and older horses with less than 3 runs - no going qualification needed.



3.



2-Y-O with less than 3 runs must handle the going by either having won or



placed (beaten max 3 lengths) on the EXACT going as shown is Racing Post.

10.



Eliminate all selling races, amateur races, juvenile hurdles, novice handicap



hurdles, maiden chases, and all national hunt races in August.
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The Brown Jack

1.



Results are optained by use of the Daily Mail newspaper.



2.



To obtain the one named horse for the day, proceed as follows:-



(a) Below each race the Daily Mail gives where the favourite finished in previous

years (normally 7 years results). Go through each card and find the race that the

favourite won most times. (b) Repeat the procedure and find the race where the

favourite finished second most times.

3.



The race for the day will be that with the highest figure ie. The race with the



most wins for the favourite or the race with the most seconds. In the event of a race

having an equal number of wins and seconds then discard that race. In the event of

there being two races with an equal number of wins and seconds then give

preference to the race with favourite wins.

4.



The one named bet will be as follows:- If the selected race is that in which the



favourite has won most times, then back the Named Forecast Favourite, if joint

favourites then ignore that race and go on to the next qualifier.

If the selected race is that in which the favourite finished second most times then

back the horse quoted as Clear Second Favourite, again if Joint Second Favourite

then ignore that race. The reason for this bet is that in a good race for backers the

most likely horse to beat the favourite is the second favourite and over the years the

Daily Mail betting forecast has proved to be the most accurate.

5.



The following exceptions must be adhered to:-



(a) No bet if less than 3 years results.
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(b) No bet if less than 2 wins or 2 seconds.

(c) No bet if the horses has never run before.

(d) No bet if quoted at odds-on.

6.



In the event of a tie, give preference to:-



(a) Non Handicap race over a Handicap race.

(b) The race with the lowest added prize money.

(c) The smallest field.

(d) The shortest price

Note, if you have discarded any race related to rule 5, then automatically go on to

the next best race. Rule 2 should have a 'rider', in the event of a race having been

split, then count each division as half a race, in other words if the favourite results

were 0011101.0 the last race was split and so the total wins would be 3.1/2, this

happens seldom and is easily picked out in the Daily Mail as when a race has missed

a year they put a dash and when it is split they put a dot.

Addition to Rules

In the event of a selected race being run in two or more divisions then take the

shortest priced horse provided it qualifies i.e. has run before. Should it not have run

before then ignore all divisions of that particular race and go on to the next best

race
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The Chevy Chase

This system is based solely on HANDICAP CHASES.

It concentrates on races with 8 to 12 runners.

The selection must be carrying 11st-7lbs or less to qualify.

The horse must have been out, and must have the best recent form of the horses

which qualify.

In the event of there being several horses with comparable form, choose the one

ridden by the best jockey, (preferably the jockey with the best record at the course).

If the favourite for the race is odds on - no bet.

Staking one point to win. If the selction is 8-1 or above, 1 point each way.

The sytem requires patience, but it is very profitable.

GOOD LUCK.
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THE CURTIS RATING SYSTEM

THE CURTIS RATING SYSTEM offers you the chance to assess each horses form

and to produce your own simple, but accurate ratings. You do not need one of the

specialist Racing papers to operate this system successfully. Any ordinary Daily

newspaper with a Horse racing section will be more than adequate for our needs.

The basis for THE CURTIS RATING SYSTEM originates from a method that was

devised over 70 years ago by one of the first truly professional backers, and as far as

I am aware the original method has been in constant use, by a few fortunate people,

since it’s introduction all those years ago, and so, therefore, I believe that we can

safely assume that this has more than stood the test of time! It was only ever passed

on by word of mouth, in fact any interested parties were invited, and then only at

the sole discretion of the Originator of the plan, along to a series of presentations,

paying a fee for each session. They were, by all accounts, very successful, and those

fortunate enough to attend doubtless went on their way armed with their new found

knowledge and plagued the Bookmakers for many years. THE CURTIS RATING

SYSTEM is a greatly enhanced version of this earlier system and has, over the past

twenty or so years that it has been in use, provided the user with consistent profits

every season.

SELECTION METHOD. THE CURTIS RATING SYSTEM can be used with equal

success during both the Flat and National Hunt seasons. All meetings are

considered, but eliminate the following types of races: Selling: Apprentice: Ladies:

National Hunt Flat: All other types of races now qualify for consideration. Once we
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have our short list of races to concentrate on, take each race in turn and award

FORM POINTS for the last THREE runnings of each horse. The FORM POINTS

are as follows: RUN LAST OUTING LAST BUT ONE LAST BUT TWO

WIN 9 6 3

SECOND 6 4 2

THIRD 3 2 1

EXAMPLE.

Horse A 012 FORMRATINGS 0+6+6=12

Horse B 113 FORMRATINGS 3+6+3=12

Horse C 001 FORMRATINGS 0+0+9= 9

Horse D 113 FORMRATINGS 3+6+3=12

Horse E 212 FORMRATINGS 2±6+6=14

Horse F 001 FORMRATINGS 0+0+9= 9

As you can see Horse E is clear top rated with 14 FORM POINTS. On the

occassions when more than one horse is rated the same, take the horse with the

shortest price in the betting forecast as your selection. Repeat the above procedure

for all the qualifying races.

STAKING ADVICE. It has always been recommended that level stakes be used

with THE CURTIS RATING SYSTEM. Excellent profits are indeed attained by

level stakes, but do feel at liberty to use you own staking system if you so wish.
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The Dream Racing System

While gaming at casinos is always -- ultimately -- a function of luck, the Sport of Kings

is elevated far above games of mere chance. Regardless of the elegance of the roulette

wheel or the intensity of the blackjack table, neither can approach racing for its subtlety,

complexity, and beauty. The terms of casino games are always set. The odds might just as

well be written in stone. Not so with this great sport. Flesh and blood come into play. The

interplay of horse and rider. The conditions of the track. The field. Timing.

In order to bet successfully in this great sport, you must bring to bear your skill and

judgment. In no other betting environment do you have so much control over your fate.

Your greatest advantage over the bookmakers is one of choice. Whereas you can choose

your races -- and bets -- the bookmaker is obligated to participate in virtually every race

conducted for 52 weeks a year. You can avoid a bet in a race that is not to your

advantage. The bookmaker enjoys no such freedom.

Yes, choice is your greatest ally. Yet for too many, it is their greatest enemy as well.

Without mincing words, the simple truth is that the average bettor frequently makes the

wrong choice. In doing so, he concedes the edge he has over the bookmaker and virtually

guarantees that he will remain a loser over time.

Common wisdom dictates that you should familiarize yourself with the individual

characteristics of the horses, the field, the track and the form book. Needless to say, such

an endeavor demands a huge commitment -- in time and effort. Indeed, it is virtually a
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